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ABOUT

It all started with two contractors and a simple observation: on average, among the million boats in France, very few are used for 
more than 10 days a year. Maintenance, insurance, mooring:. a boat is expensive, sometimes very expensive with the annual expenses 

representing, on average, 10% of the price of the boat every year.

It was during their many visits to French ports that Edouard and Jérémy came up with the idea of Easyyacht: a collaborative platform 
based on sharing and trust, to allow boat owners to earn money, confidently and safely.

The Professional And Private Yacht Charter Platform
The principle is simple: owners can create a free listing for their boat by adding pictures, a description, a price, and some advice 

about the sailing area. Renters can then contact them directly with the Easyyacht messaging service to ask any questions. Owners 
can access the sailing CV of the renter and can confidently choose the right sailors for their boats.

Renters can choose between several hundred boats in within a sailing area, benefiting from comments from previous renters and 
can contact the owner to ensure that their planned sailing trip will go off without a hitch. Why not start by searching for a boat?



Charter a Yacht in Dubai and Enjoy Fun in the Sun! Easy Yacht Charter in 

Dubai provides top-notch yacht rental services to our clients. With our 

extensive experience and combined expertise, we strive to make renting a 

yacht experience in Dubai unforgettable. Feel the freedom of the ocean breeze 

as it brings a smile to your face. Don't 

delay – get your Rent a yacht in Dubai 

services today!



Looking for the ultimate boat 

charter in Dubai? Look no 

further than Easy Yacht! We 

are your one-stop shop for all 

your yacht rental needs. With 

a focus on catering to our 

diverse clientele, we offer a range of services and yacht options to fit any preference and 

budget. Whether you're planning a birthday party, wedding, corporate event, or family 

gathering, we've got you covered. At Easy Yacht, we're committed to delivering the 

absolute best experience for anyone who chooses to sail with us.



https://web.facebook.com/easyyacht/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/easy-yacht-dubai/

https://www.youtube.com/@EasyyachtAe

https://www.pinterest.com/EasyyachtDubai1/

FOLLOW US
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The Walk – Dubai Marina – UAE
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Thank You


